
Inspired by skin color diversity the Sun Tanning line has you
covered. For every shade, every style and every day, from the
plain to the colorful the MV Sun Tanning range delivers
swimwear without noise and fit for beach adventure. Meet
brand's new range of nude summer essentials. Introducing true
hues to love. Love your body. Your mind. Your soul. Love every
aspect of yourself; your light sides and your dark ones.

The Modus Vivendi Sun Tanning line features swimwear which
sits low on the hips and has stripped print. Made from fast
drying, high quality material, this sexy line has the MV logo on a
pressed luxury branded stud. The mat fluorescent or white,
printed fabric creates a nude feeling that tricks the eye. Available
in light nude and dark nude this brief is easily layered; endlessly
flattering; effortlessly chic.

The Sun Tanning line comprises of Briefs, Low Cut Briefs, Shorts
& Trunk Boxers.

Credits
Underwear: Modus Vivendi @_modus_vivendi_
Photographer: Adrian C Martin @adriancmartin
Models: Marcel Gonzalez @marcelgonzalezc & Ricardo Lorenzo
@rikilorenzo_ 
Location: Canary Islands

Enter code DPG15 when ordering.
Click on image below.

Enter code DPG15 when ordering.
Click on image below.
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We do not live and value in the same way, but we have similar
fears and hopes. It is strange how inseparable these two feelings
are, probably because we hide them deep inside ourselves.
They are our weaknesses, a counterpart to some romantic vision
of a enslaved mind in a cold trap, a condition we are unable to
bypass. Yet this melancholy side of ourselves should not be
glorified, but neither should we surrender to it. It's a question of
what we hope for, but above all it's a reminder of how precise
we have been in valuing. Do we value exclusively unprecedented
autonomy or is it an alibi for not being free together? But I
repeat. We don’t all live the same way, but we try to be
Superman in our own eyes. Sometimes it’s easier, and
sometimes it’s hard, but we put up with it.

You may be wondering why I choose such a difficult topic for
this interview? Other ideas came to my mind, but just as none
can't escape the inevitable, so I can't escape the
suggestiveness of Miodrag Milenković's photography. These
photos was exclusively made for DRUGI PAR GAĆA magazine
by Serbian photographer Miodrag Milenković with an idea that
photography brings a story, an important message to the light,
therefor my editorial intro represent a miniature homage to his
idea.

Melancholy Superman is a simple story of loneliness, of longing
for a touch, of the one who is not there. It's a testament to a
simple fact that not every story has a happy ending. Two hearts
can be connected by a golden thread and still be far from each
other. It's reminiscing of such love on a lonely night. It's about
taking all that pain and creating something beautiful, sexy, and
emotional.

Although I believe how Milenković's photography will distract
you, take the time for an interview I did with this excellent
photographer. He has a very refined style that draws you into
imaginative introspection, even though everything is so realistic
in front of you. In his case, it’s not even a matter of perspective,
but a play with the subconscious. 

INTERVIEW MIODRAG MILENKOVIĆ
Meet Miodrag Milenkovoć on the following page

Facebook  Instagram  Web

How long he has been involved in photography, what does it
means to him, why he is often a subject in front of his own
camera and how emotionally and physically he has changed
over time Milenković tells in this interview in the manner of a true
storyteller.

All images and materials are copyright protected and are the
property of Mr. Miodrag Milenković

Interview by Dalibor Jakus

Hello Miodrag and thanks for the interview. Tell us about
your work.
I'm a storyteller. Whether I’m writing music, lyrics, words, making
videos or photography, I'm first and foremost a storyteller. I
always loved writing short stories and I wrote a lot of them. Now,
whether I'm doing commercial projects, or for my art's sake I
just do that - I'm telling another story.

I’ve been following you for some time, but I’d be hard-
pressed to describe your personality. Many of your images
& posts on your social media are seductive, even a bit
mysterious and a few seem moody. Is that the real
Miodrag? How would you describe yourself?
Once I wrote that most of the time I feel like a mongoose hanged
with one leg on a chandelier asking himself why the whole world
feels so upside down. I am still that mongoose, just much more
adapted to the surrounding.

You seem like a massively busy person with many
interests. Does it almost seem like your multiple people, a
photographer, a model, fitness, and sports fanatic, have a
thriving professional business? Did I leave anything out?
I'm not a model. It just happens that I take my own photos
because the complexity of photographing your self in the way
you want to is always a production challenge and I love it. But
the rest of it is true. I’m a passionate learner, always looking for a
way to keep myself busy. I love creating stuff, it entertains me.
And I love perfecting my craft.

Let's continute with your photography. Many of them hate
being asked as a photographer: ‘What camera did you use
to take that picture?’ mostly because it connects the
image solely with the instrument used to capture it,
ignoring any artistic purpose and trivialising efforts in the
process. You don't need to answer about which camera
do you use, but tell me your opinion about that connection
between instrument and artistic process?
I'm a gadget freak, always looking and reading about new tech
stuff, and I use it massively. But it stays just a tool that helps me
tell my story. Quality equipment is good to have, but having
something to say is far more important. One of the reasons I like
the iPhone is that I have it in my pocket whenever I have
something to say. I can take pictures, I’ve made music on it,
videos. And because I get inspired by interaction with other
people, their work of art, the things they say or do, and I don't
have my DSLR and lights with me all the time, iPhone comes in
handy. In conclusion, I'm not emotionally attached to the camera
I'm using, I'm emotional about the world around me.

Many say that with smartphones in the future, many
works will disappear, you think that photography
disappears in the future?
I don’t. I think photography will evolve in many different ways,
but it will not disappear.

I would say that your images inevitably raises topics about
freedom and self-expression, especially about the
particular aesthetic of masculinity. If I am wrong, give me
a clue for what reasons do you have yourself as the most
common subject of photography?
I think I partially gave you that answer through some previous
questions. But my work is my expression and my advocacy for
freedom. But to be honest it is also my vanity. It’s my construct
and a place where I deconstruct my feelings of self-esteem and
sexuality and compose them again. The more clever I do it, I’m
more proud of my self and my work. Taking your clothes off in
front of the camera is easy. Baring your inner thoughts and
feelings is another story. But that story is worth telling. 

Besides the elements such as clothing, posing, posture,
what other factors help you to convey strength and
confidence in your images?
The fact that I do feel strong and confident. The fact that I love
and I am being loved. The fact that I have some good people in
my life to share my upside-down world with. Every time I
followed my passion and made something out of it gave me that
feeling of satisfaction. I'm not talking about praise from others,
I'm talking about being happy that you accomplished something
that makes you feel good. It’s just simple truth that you embrace
about your self. It makes a tone of difference.

What has been your experience with nudity in
photography? Do you stop the shot on eroticism or have
no problems with total nudity?
I don't mind total nudity, I’ll enjoy it as much as the other person.
But when it comes to my work I just find that a story is best told
between the lines. Imagination is the best aphrodisiac. That is, if
you have it.

What do you think about copying your work? It is very very
common for someone's work to be copied – do you find
that as a compliment or makes you angry?
I am ok with that. As I said, I'm a storyteller. You can copy pose,
lights, color correction but it’s one's story that you feel that
matters. You can’t copy my attitude. Lol. And I also find it
flattering.

Who inspires you? Is there a book, movie, artist, character
that makes you vibrate with pleasure?
I get inspired by other people’s work a lot. But I never had
posters on my wall as a kid. So, there are many songs, books,
films, photos, and paintings that have inspired me throughout
the years. But people close to me inspire me daily and that
makes me shimmer far more often. Especially the creative ones
that share their creations with me.

What has been your weird experience in photography?
I'm still waiting for it. I didn’t have one of those, to be honest.

It looks like currently, you are in the best shape of your
life! Can you please describe your body transformations
over the years.
From a twink to daddy. Lol. Thanks. But yeah, from my teen
years as a skinny kid I did grow some fat and occasional muscle.
Never thought about it actually, but I must say it is a hard work
mixed with pleasure. And pleasure comes from looking good in
speedos. But all jokes aside, my body transformation followed
my inner transformation. Going to the gym, working out, cutting
hair, growing beard was a state of mind for me, not a fashion
choice. And it still is.

Besides working out what else do you do to stay in
shape? And what is the body part you’re most proud of
from a fitness perspective?
From time to time I strive on eating good and healthy. Sweets
are my sore spot, but I don't deprive myself of it. So it’s ups and
downs in a stomach department. I like my chest. I find them
manly,  ruggedly good. Told ya, vanity. Lol.

For you, what is the human male form?
It’s Emotional and Statuesque. Love that antic male form with a
dash of the renaissance. That's is how I see it and how I like it.
Essence wrapped in a nice form.

Which of your passions will be dominating your future?
My nephews and niece, I'm sure. They’ve made a tremendous
impact on my life. And doing so they gave me tones of
inspiration and things to feel and think about.  I’ll remain a
storyteller, telling my stories through photography, videography,
music, and words. No reason to set a limit to only one media.
My biggest passion is inhaling life. But not in that live fast die
young kind of way. That's for other people. I just want my people
next to me, hanging upside-down on that chandelier together.
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JULIAN ZIGERLI designs highly technical fashion that is easy to
wear, modern but still timeless and functional. The playful and
smart touch of the collections get underlined by the strength of
its printdesigns. The label is famous for the print collaborations
with artists from all different areas. The effortless work
collaborations between art and fashion is unique in its form and
provides the pieces with a full doses of magic, love colour,
humour and positivity are the core values to the brand's design.

I know I may come off quiet, I may come off shy
But I feel like talking, feel like dancing when I see this guy

What's practical is logical, what the hell, who cares?
All I know is I'm so happy when you're dancing there
I'm a slave for you, I cannot hold it, I cannot control it

I'm a slave for you, I won't deny it, I'm not trying to hide it
Baby, don't you wanna, dance up on me

(I just wanna dance next to you)
To another time and place

Oh baby, don't you wanna, dance up on me
(Are you ready)

Leaving behind my name, and age
(Let's go)

Julian Zigerli unveiled a new collection of white sport socks
featuring some of his favorite Karaoke lyrics embroidered. Iconic
songs to sing along!

More on Julain Zigerli's web page: www.julianzigerli.com
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Jonathan Icher is a photographer, a magazine editor and an art
director for fashion and commercial projects in Paris. Icher
began studying applied arts at the age of fifteen before enrolling
in the famous Duperré School where he studied fashion for five
years. Aside from his personal creative output, he has
completed commercial assignments for top-end brands,
magazine editorials, shoots for bands, and work as artistic
director for music videos. His work crosses the hinterland
between pop art and modernism, a creative tone noted in the
character and use of colour. His presence can be sensed in his
work, in which we are presented with figures that are sometimes
controlled, occasionally to a slightly disturbing degree, and in
which beauty is aligned with abnormality and a hint of the
eccentric.

Quarantine guide when the guy you’re into is locked down with
somebody else by artist Jonathan Icher.

1. Try to disconnect

2. Pretend you’re allergic

3. Focus on your magical friendships

4. Keep a cool head

5. Enjoy your meal

6. Now, wait…

Follow Jonathan Icher on Instgram to find more here.
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Have you ever wondered what little things make you happy? Of
course. And I believe that you remember them when
circumstances are no longer privileges. What would you put on
that list? One of the many things I could list is a smile. It creates
a feeling that we like to see on ourselves, but also on others
because it encourages us to realize ourselves. It can be in
dreams, thoughts, unreal or virtual if you wish. But you can't
take away the primacy of a smile when it comes to your wish list.
It depends on each other. The thrill I have now is related to an
interview I recently made with a person I could not have
imagined otherwise - without the smile on his face. It seems to
me (because I can't claim it), to some people, it's so natural. I'm
guessing about Sebastian too.

Image by Gustavo Dantas @gusdantaslife  / Sebastian wears
@exodiabeachwear

Smiles can be different, cheerful, cheeky, more joyful, seductive
or polite. And many many different and mysterious ones such as
the famous Mona Lisa smile. I guess you'll find all those types of
smiles on Sebastian even if he didn't have a smile from ear to
ear. Yes, his acting skills are likely to give him the option of flirting
with the camera, for example, but you still get the impression
that it is not a skill that has been learned, but rather that a
natural talent is hidden behind that smile.

INTERVIEW SEBASTIAN BASH DELTAS
Meet Sebastian Bash Deltas on the following page

Instagram

All images and materials are copyright protected and are the
property of Mr. Sebastian Bash Deltas

Interview by Dalibor Jakus

Image by Luca @_cobalto_

He may be as mysterious or in a theatrical role as the
aforementioned Mona Lisa, but this is all for the sake of good
sense. He wants to feel happy, full of life and with good
opportunities ahead of him, and share it with us and with great
gusto ... I would add, with a lot of seductive attention grabbers.
Sebastian or as he called his alter ego Bash Deltas reveals in this
exclusive interview for the DRUGI PAR GAĆA magazine how
much photography on Instragram affected his confidence but
also gave him the freedom and autonomy to express himself. He
also talks about his creative side, his current life in the isolation,
and plans for modeling and acting.

Image by Maxime Grandjean @maximegrandjean_ / Sebastian
wears @_modus_vivendi_

Hi Sebastian. Give us some info about yourself and your
life.
Something not many people know about me is that I was born in
Peru to a family of Greek, Italian and German origins. My
multicultural and multinational background is essential part of
who I am. I’m a passionate, romantic and down to earth guy,
who is not afraid to show himself vulnerable. I think of myself as
a good listener and advice giver, yet I can be really stubborn
when it comes to listening to my own advice. That’s where the
other essential part of my life come t play: my family and friends.
They are my life - even if I sometimes cannot stand them (just
kidding).

Image by Luca @_cobalto_

Now, a bit about my life. I lived in Peru for the first 17 years of
my life to then move to Washington DC, where I lived for 8 years.
After graduating (Theatre and Germanic Studies) I decided to
pursue my acting career (which I had started in the US) in my
home country. I decided to leave my country for personal
reasons - I didn’t feel I belonged for I had been out of the
country for too long - and after a rush decision at a café, I
decided to come to Paris, where I’ve lived for 5 years now.
Nowadays, I teach languages in France and do theatre in
Germany, so I move between these two countries.

What do you like about modeling?
I would never consider myself a model. I do like posing and
catching the attention of people, but I wouldn’t want any
professional models to feel that I can do what they professionally
do. Posing for photographers and for Instagram has given me
the much needed maybe sometimes self-consciousness some
people need. And yes, I did need a push. As an "ex-thicker"
person, and as a gay man, i lacked the confidence pithing me
that other people thought I had. Now, by showing this part of
myself, which was pushed down during my teenage years
(because I was overweight), I gained this strength that physical
wellbeing can ALSO bring. It was and is a tool for my own
empowering.

Image by Gustavo Dantas @gusdantaslife  / Sebastian wears
@exodiabeachwear

Having so many followers on Instagram means
something, what do you consider that people likes and
adore you so much?
I know that many people follow me because of my body and
sexy posts. However, I am starting to realize that people like the
smiles, the fun and the stupid stuff I can also post (always with a
hint of sexiness to it ;-) I think people in social networks want to
see other normal people. They want to be able to identify and to
relate. At the end this is what we all look for.

How you keep your body in shape? What motivate to be
more active this days?
What has always motivated me is the fact that I feel so much
better now than I did when I was not able - or willing - to
exercise regularly. I feel and look good and I want to keep that.
And, these days, even when motivation is hard to find, I say to
myself: Summer is not cancelled and I want to be ready for
whenever we go back to our normal lives.

Image by Ventura Lloveras @ph_a_c_e

All your shoots in underwear and swimmer liked by many.
Do you have a favourite brand and style of underwear and
swimwear?
I think I can consider to be addicted to underwear and
swimwear. I do like - and own - soooo many brands and style it
would be unfair to mention just some. I like briefs, boxer briefs,
and jockstraps. I still have to try on thongs ;-)

You’ve done a few photo shoots by yourself and I’ve
noticed a quite creative part of yourself. How would you
describe that experience in comparison to what you do
with a professional photographer?
Shooting for and by myself can be challenge (where the hell do I
put the phone? which angle? etc). However, it also gives you
complete freedom and autonomy to do whatever you have in
your mind without the fear of being judged or put under
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OH, THAT BASH SMILE!
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